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Wedding Favours should be part and parcel of your wedding function. Not only do you want to
appreciate your guests in a unique way, you want to make sure they remember your wedding with
dazzling and vivid decor.

Depending on your theme and colour scheme, your wedding favours can be cohesively added to
your wedding function hall decor with ease. And if you want to be different, you can do all sorts of
creative things with added decor.

Chair Cover Depot has a multitude of wonderfully crafted bags available for you to use as wedding
favours. Whether you want to give your guests chocolates, ornaments, or personalized pieces from
your wedding, you can do so by using these beautiful bags.

The Right Bag for Your Guests

The style of bag you choose should depend on the overall theme of your wedding. If youâ€™ve had a
seasonal wedding, or a specific colour scheme or theme in mind, it is only fitting that you choose the
bag that is cohesive with your decor.

Placement

You can choose to use your wedding favour bags as bright accented colours against warm and
deep tones of your decor, or you can built a beautiful centre piece with your wedding favour bags in
a creative and fun way. It is up to you to be as creative as you want, and with the help of Chair
Cover Depot, you have your pick of wedding favour bags.

For a Winter Wedding

In winter you want your decor to either be decorated by light and metallic colours such as blues,
silvers, coppers, or you can go the opposite way and choose a deep and warm theme. For the light
feeling, you should check out the different variations of organza bags that Chair Cover Depot offers.
From small pouches to beautiful organza bags with bows, you can choose a beautiful royal blue or
silver bag with diamantes to add to your winter theme and decor.

For a Spring Wedding

For a bright and brilliant spring wedding, you can look into some wonderful organza or satin
wedding bag favours. The wonderful colours offered in organza will brighten up any event, and the
satin will add that extra dazzle to your event. The Satin Striped Bags come in an array of colours
that will lighten up any venue.

For a Summer Wedding

Summer is all about vibrant colours and fluid textures. Not wanting anything too heavy, the organza
is best for summer weddings. The light, crisp, and sheerness of the material allows for the light feel
to add bounce to any function hall. A beautiful Round Rose Organza Bag will do the trick when it
comes to vivacious summer weddings.

For a Fall Wedding
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Fall weddings are about earthy tones and colours. From the rust red of the sheer organza bags, the
bows and satin string will be a wonderful accent against any backdrop. Autumn wedding can also be
very regal, so do try out the royal blue organza bags that are available and give your event a unique
twist.
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Chair Cover Depot has a multitude of wonderfully crafted bags available for you to use as a wedding
favours. Depending on theme and colour scheme, these can be cohesively added to wedding
function hall decor.
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